
Bad Bugs Bookclub Meeting Report: The Street Philosopher by Matthew Plampin
The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 
specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease forms 
some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with some 
other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 
We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 
In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 
to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 
us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 
focus for communication.
The Street Philosopher (2009) describes the experiences of three news reporters 
during the Crimean War, their contact with various characters there – soldiers, senior 
officers and others - and their subsequent activities on returning to Manchester, 
England. An incident in the Crimea has repercussions for them all, with various 
activities occurring before resolution. 
On first glimpse, one might wonder what the link is between Bad Bugs and this 
novel. However, connection was obviously made via discussions on previous novels: 
in The Street Philosopher, part of the novel is set in Manchester (the 1857 Art 
Treasures Exhibition in Trafford), and the impact of cholera on health during the 
Crimean War, even though it is not overtly part of it, is evident. 
The bookclub and its members hosted various activities on the themes of cholera – 
and Manchester. During National Science and Engineering Week, the group was 
taken on a guided ‘cholera walk’ around Manchester, enabling reflection on the 
problems of the lack of clean drinking water, and inadequate disposal of sewage. 
Manchester suffered several cholera outbreaks in the first half of the nineteenth 
century. The introduction of clean water and wastewater treatment (1893) saw the 
end of this disease. The bookclub meeting was held on World Water Day 
http://www.worldwaterday.org/page/3612. A bid for books distribution on Book Day 
was made successfully by one of our members, Mike Dempsey, enabling distribution 
of 48 copies of the novel Love in the Time of Cholera (South America), at the MOSI 
(Museum of Science and Industry) Underground Manchester (Sewers) 
exhibition...not the most pleasant location, but certainly a relevant one. Newly 
produced school material about cholera from the Society of General Microbiology 
was distributed at all the events.
Meeting report
Usually, our meeting begins with introductions, followed by ‘did you like the novel?’ 
We were fortunate at this meeting to have members with interest in history and 
schools education as well as microbiologists, scientists and non-scientists, so 
discussions crossed many subject boundaries.
We felt that the horrors of the Crimean war were highlighted well. The characters 
became inured to the sights they witnessed. Some members were particularly 
disturbed by descriptions of cruelty to horses. In the 1968 film Charge of the Light 
Brigade, the plight of the horses was again presented: they were thrown overboard. 
The glory of war was notably absent. Tennyson’s poem about the Charge of the Light 
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Brigade (1854) was mentioned, where he describes the ‘last great cavalry charge’. 
However, the positive concept of ‘glorious failure’ did not last long amongst the 
public, in part thanks to the work of the war correspondents, for whom we in the 
bookclub developed a healthy respect. The Crimea was the first war that was 
described in the contemporary press. The war artist had a significant role in 
conveying the horrors to the public at home. Early photographs were also available. 
The link between the Crimea and Manchester was a bit serendipitous, although in 
both cases life was hard. We weren’t even sure where the Crimea was, and what the 
original point of the war was (geographically strategic). We were not all convinced 
that such extensive looting would have taken place. 
We felt that the book conveyed a good feel for the period and the moral principles of 
the characters at the time. They might not be easy to like, but their views were 
sincerely held (eg Cracknell, Boyce).  Views on Mrs Boyce were divided – although a 
colourful character, her behaviour in the Crimea was deemed a little unlikely. The 
difference in status of officers from wealthy families, those who had worked up 
through the ranks, and the common soldier were apparent. This hierarchical, class-
conscious aspect of society continues through the book, in both Manchester and the 
Crimea. The novel Birdsong by Sebastian Foulkes describes the impact of similar 
poor decisions by remote generals on troops in the First World War. 
We didn’t learn much about cholera itself, which was disappointing for some of the 
non-microbiologist members. However, hopefully the novel would provide 
considerable opportunity for additional reading and research about the disease, and 
the impact of disease on this, and other wars. Several suggestions for discussion are 
made in the reading guide. 
At the time, the cause of infectious disease was being investigated, by Pasteur and 
Koch. Prior to the ‘germ theory of disease’ and ‘Koch’s postulates’, one theory was 
that of ‘miasma’ where disease was believed to be carried through the smell in the 
air (Cracknell makes this observation once in the novel).  Microbiology – infectious 
disease - has always been important during conflict, playing a significant role in the 
outcome. Influenza, cholera, dysentery, infection of war wounds, trench fever, 
gangrene and several other infections being problems – indeed, the location of the 
wars affect the health of the combatants in terms of what diseases may be endemic. 
Was there cholera in WW1? (many soldiers from Indian sub-continent where cholera 
was endemic: plenty of water in the trenches – but it seems not to have been a 
problem). What infections might soldiers encounter currently? STDs? Malaria? Drug 
resistant bacteria causing infection? Conversely, the urgent need to treat injured or 
infected personnel can lead to significant medical advances, for example the 
utilisation of penicillin after World War 2.
We enjoyed talking about Manchester again, and consulted old maps to discover 
where the Art Exhibition had been: we bemoaned its loss, and wondered what had 
happened to it. The extremes of Manchester life are described, as in Mary Barton, 
which had been published 9 years before the Art Exhibition. The Art Exhibition aimed 
to impress the workers with the beauty of art, and to inspire them as to the glory of 
man. This lofty and patronising attitude does not appear to succeed to any significant 
extent, but it is interesting to note that the publicity about the exhibition provided 
some rare positive tourist information about Manchester at that time. The excited 
anticipation, amongst some, of the Royal Visit (in the rain) had echoes of our 
imminent Royal Wedding. It was argued at our meeting that the workers perhaps 
would have benefited more from the, very popular, mechanics’ institutes etc, where 



more technical and grounded topics would have been considered….early signs of 
science communication!
An interesting aspect to the novel was the numerous geographical locations 
mentioned throughout, some of which remain, some which never existed, and some 
which have been demolished.  Polygons were noted as perhaps more trendy 
designs for residential areas than a ‘square’ or a ‘circle’!
It should be possible to have a Street Philosopher Manchester walk from the Town 
Hall, through Piccadilly and into Ancoats, ending at the Trafford Arms, and trying to 
find the Albion Hotel and the Model Lodging House? 
The author is very accessible via video interviews, and on Facebook, and an 
interview is also published in the back of some copies of the novel, but after reading 
the book, I had some particular questions, which, to my great pleasure, he 
addressed: 
You didn’t mention Florence N at all – any reason for that? I noticed Seacole though. 
So another aspect of infectious disease for our bookclub is the treatment of the 
soldiers and the impact of slightly more sanitary conditions regarding increased 
likelihood of survival. Again, this is a bit outside of your story, but did you get any 
feeling for that when researching for your story?
From the beginning, my focus in The Street Philosopher was on news reporting 
during the war – on the civilian reporters ‘embedded’ on the front lines for the first 
time in history. I wanted to write about the side of the Crimean campaign that has 
been largely forgotten by the British public: these reporters, the landings, the siege of 
Sebastopol, the gruelling winter of 1854-5, Mary Seacole and the British Hotel. 
Perhaps a little wilfully, I decided not to dwell on the two elements that are most 
familiar: the charge of the Light Brigade (which the characters manage to miss) and 
Florence Nightingale. Both have been the subject of numerous books before, both 
fiction and nonfiction, so I was keen to do something a bit different. 
Normally in our bookclub, infectious disease is more to the fore of the plot, but in 
your novel, cholera underpins the whole of the Crimea section of the novel, so we 
will be discussing it. I wondered how much you noticed, or had to learn about cholera 
in your research?
I realised as soon as I started my research that it was one of the foremost horrors of 
the campaign and had to be included. The disease raged in the staging camps in 
Bulgaria, on the front lines and in the hospitals, killing considerably more British 
soldiers than the Russians: as you say, it underpinned the entire campaign. 
References to it littered the diaries and first-hand accounts I read. I was struck by the 
way that cholera deaths became routine, utterly unremarkable, and met with 
weariness as much as dismay; and also the suddenness of it, the way its victims 
could contract and die of the disease within a day, often within hours. These 
contemporary accounts also made it clear that no-one in the theatre of war had any 
real idea what actually caused cholera or how it was spread: hence Cracknell’s 
reference at one point to it being the result of ‘miasma’, then the most popular theory.
My own view is that the medical advances of the Crimea have been somewhat 
exaggerated. It can certainly be argued that Florence Nightingale’s saintly reputation 
was created by a media desperate to compensate for the conspicuous lack of 
military heroes in the campaign, and historians have shown that she failed to 
recognise the vital role played by hospital hygiene in reducing fatalities whilst in 
charge of the hospital at Scutari. The war can generally be seen as having occurred 
at a particularly unfortunate time, medically speaking. The true cause of cholera was 
being deduced in London by John Snow literally while the campaign was being 



fought; and although both antisepsis and anaesthesia had been discovered, neither 
was advanced enough to help the soldiers of the Crimea. 
Finally, the book was also chosen because of the part of the plot set in Manchester. 
Do you have any particular links with Manchester? I enjoyed trying to follow the route 
through the city that led to the Trafford Arms. Did that exist (I can’t find it)? Also, the 
Albion Arms, and the New Model accommodation (I forget the name).  We had a 
guided cholera walk around Manchester, where previous epidemics in the city were 
described; we have previously done a Mary Barton walk for a previous meeting – I 
was thinking about a Street Philosopher walk. 
My only association with Manchester is the amount of time I spent researching the 
Art Treasures Exhibition for my PhD in Victorian cultural history. I became completely 
fascinated with the city at this precise moment in its history as it seemed to 
encapsulate so many of the dichotomies and hypocrisies of mid-Victorian England. 
An interesting side effect of the ATE was that it inspired several Mancunian 
journalists to publish guidebooks to their city, to sell to the massive influx of 
exhibition visitors. It was thus possible for me, when researching The Street 
Philosopher, to obtain a very detailed picture of what Manchester was like in the 
summer of 1857. All of the places mentioned in the novel did exist, although I must 
confess that I did move the Trafford Arms from Victoria Bridge St. to Ancoats as I 
wanted to depict the worst Manchester had to offer – to have Cracknell lead Kitson 
into the heart of a proper factory district and deliver his speech about the iniquities of 
the industrial system. Here is a description of the tavern from ‘The Visitor’s Guide to 
Manchester’:
 ‘One of the most original places of amusement in Manchester. Here, every evening,  
may be found assembled hundreds of the workpeople, both male and female, of the  
various factories around. It is curious to mark the zest with which a Lancashire clog  
hornpipe, a screaming comic song, or a sentimental ditty, is hailed by an audience  
crowded from floor to ceiling. Each visitor pays two-pence on entrance, for which he  
is supplied with a glass of capital ale or porter – which boasts a frothy head that  
might be envied by any lover of malt liquor in town or country. Above the concert  
room is a good dancing saloon, capable of holding about 300 persons. Nightly,  
during both winter and summer, are these rooms crowded with admiring audiences  
and trippers on the ‘light fantastic toe’; and whether they join in the chorus to some  
uproarious Yankee song, or whirl about in a Polka or Scotch Reel, they perform their  
parts with an enthusiasm and heartiness that must be witnessed to be understood –  
it being beyond the power of the pen adequately to describe the gusto with which  
working people enter into their own peculiar amusements.’
 As you can see there is a distinct propaganda edge to these guidebooks – they are 
keen to counter the bleak view of the English industrial cities presented in works 
such as Engels’ The Condition of the Working Class in England. Here’s an account 
from the same book of the dining room experience in Manchester (the Albion on 
Piccadilly is one of their recommended establishments): 
 ‘They are most of them provided with handsome smoking rooms; and by their mode  
of doing business avoid that constant noise and rattle of waiters’ tongues that is so  
great a nuisance in London and elsewhere. Instead of a self-sufficient young fellow,  
napkin in hand, a white ‘choker’ and with elaborately oiled hair, coming up to you and  
jabbering some unintelligible gibberish like this – “Roast beef, biled beef, sucking  
pig, vealanampie, bakedlegopork, curryrabbysoups, and vegibles” – a neat-handed  
Phyllis noiselessly brings you a bill, from which you select your joint etc.; then, in  



another minute, your dinner is on the table together with a slip of card like a railway  
ticket, showing, in printed figures, the amount of your first course.’
 
Another essential part of my research process is a good map. Again, the guidebooks 
were a great help here: the two I used (from the Visitor’s Guide and Cornishs’ 
Stranger’s Guide through Manchester and Salford) are up on my facebook page, in 
the Street Philosopher album:
 http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Matthew-Plampin/134555683221521
 I hope all this has been helpful – do let me know if you have any further questions. 
Thanks again for your interest in The Street Philosopher.
So, by the end of our bookclub meeting, we decided that we enjoyed the novel, 
probably wouldn’t have read it otherwise, found not much direct microbiology, but as 
always plenty to talk and think about! Matthew Plampin’s next novel, Devil’s Acre, 
was selected for the 2010 TV Bookclub.
I reported back to the author, and he responded again:
‘There certainly was looting during the Crimean campaign. Contemporary accounts 
describe British soldiers walking off with or destroying more or less anything they 
came across; one notorious incident occurred on an expedition to the harbour town 
of Kertch, where houses were stripped bare and the local museum ransacked. 
Reports of this by Russell of the Times and others caused international outrage – 
looting can be seen as one of the ancient barbarities of campaign life that was 
brought to an end (or at least greatly curtailed) by the presence of civilian observers.
 That said, there is no record of anything as villainous or carefully planned as 
Nathaniel Boyce’s art removal operation, nor is there any evidence that the Tsar had 
a villa on the peninsula (although it was a popular retreat among members of the 
Russian aristocracy and contained several grand houses). This is the point where I 
have to say that The Street Philosopher is a novel not a work of history, and that 
historical research is mingled throughout with my own inventions and manipulations. 
The book’s main theft needed to be audacious -- of an object that would draw 
attention at the Manchester ATE – and of course the subject of my fictitious Raphael 
has its own relevance to the events of the story.
I like the idea of a Street Philosopher walk!’
 Joanna Verran


